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Miss Impossible

A FILM BY EMILIE DELEUZE
How often, as the mother of two children, have I asked myself what could possibly be going on inside those heads, behind those sullen eyes and sulky expressions, behind that 13-year-old air of superiority. What storms, what crazy ideas, what judgments agitate their brains as they run their apparently indifferent, preteen eyes over the adult world?

Now, as a filmmaker, I have been “through the looking glass”: using film to capture their perception of the world, as Marie Desplechin does through writing; grasping, if not to understand, at least to sense with affection the moments when, like my children, like Aurore, preteens are blind and feel invisible.

Everybody knows Aurore. Nothing in her story or situation is exceptional: she doesn’t become pregnant, isn’t raped, isn’t a thief or a junkie. This apparent “normalcy” is important to me as ample and necessary reason to show and share Aurore’s tragicomic take on the world around her and her place in it. It’s not her extraordinary destiny but her extraordinary and sometimes hilarious vision that interests me.

Although the overall tone leaves no room for doubt that this is comedy, my intention is not to laugh at, but to laugh with. Only by staying as close as possible to Aurore—her derision, causticity, as well as cruelty and genuine panic sometimes—was I able to capture how funny she is. Almost as if I were playing “straight man” to her offbeat comic working the audience.

The adaptation naturally puts me in that position. Adapting Marie Desplechin’s novel allowed me to avoid indulging my own personal recollections or arbitrary autobiographical anecdotes.

To my eyes, Aurore is unique, singular, foreign and familiar in turn. I’d like this film to offer audiences the same evolution that I felt in my relationship to her: meeting, intimacy, revelation.

Emilie Deleuze
Synopsis

Some would say Aurore lives a boring life. But when you are a 13 year-old girl, and just like her have an uncompromising way of looking at boys, school, family or friends, life takes on the appearance of a merry psychodrama. Especially with a new French teacher, the threat of being sent to boarding school, repeatedly falling in love and the crazy idea of going on stage with a band...
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